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Open Secrets and Closed Minds in a So-Called Open Market 
We often tell you that staying with the 2000 is fine, because of its power. 

It is also good that this isolation forces us to dig deeper into our big software, 
finding the hidden tricks that we would never use ifwe were bouncing to new 
software every year. 

But one of these years you migb.tjump to another computer, so HQ keeps 
an eye on the market. Here's where it 
has gone: ORPHANS 
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When IBM's PC sold millions, 

IBM was as shocked as everybody else. 
The PC was supposed to be a toy for 
amateurs, and had no place in IBM's 
grand scheme of American business 
dependent on IBM's million-dollar 
mainframes. They only did the PC 
because they were jealous of Tandy's 
great success with the Model 1. 
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IBM could and did get away with 
charging five thousand for each machine. But 
Tandy and a hundred other cloners leaped in 
with PCs twice as good for half the price. 
Included was the Tandy 2000, not fully com
patible but four times as good. Suddenly IBM 

designed to make them dependel).t on IBM 
once more, imprisoned by high prices and 
IBM's go-to-hell attitude. 

IBM is really scared. They are cutting 
prices, talking sweet, and sneaking classic 
compatibles" into the line. But IBM contin

ues to make the wrong moves too late, and will 
be a sick company in five years due to its 
egotistical, malicious, slow-motion blunders. 

'• was in a market it couldn't monopolize, and Elect the Conquem.ng Hero 
they hated it. They upgraded to theXT and AT, 
but the cloners got there quicker and cheaper 
eveiy time. IBM's emperor had no clothes and 
the industty was laughing. 

Big Fish Wants Little Pond 
Two years ago IBM desperatelywent to 

a new-style PC, incompatible with everything 
on the market. But buyers are not leaping to 
the clone-killer PS2 as they lept to the PC. 
IBM's share of all personal computerssold has 
been slipping one percent a month since PS2 
came out; it's down from a half to a fourth. 

When IBM hired 200 extra lawyers to 
beat cloners away, corporation computer 
buyers realized that the PS2 line is a trap. It's 

The major PC game iS now the com
patibles that IBM sneeringly dumped two 
years ago. Some new things are happening. 

The think-box business is near desk 
saturation: a computer on evety desk. The 
question "What will my computer be?" has 
been replaced by "What will my second com
puter be?" That's killing off Commodore and 
Atari, game-boxes that nobody wants as his 
next machine. Nobody wants the slyly named 
"Next" machine either, which turns out to be 
incompatible with everything but Darth 
Vader's dashboard. 

Apple, its little Dick-and-Jane screen 
loved by children, grimly grips its unchanging 
fifth of the market: all the schools and nobody 
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